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ABSTRACT
We report on a recent (2016–2018) enhancement of the GeV emission from the
SN 1987A region as observed with Fermi/LAT. The observed signal is characterised
by a power-law spectrum with a slope of 2.1 ± 0.2 and is detected only at energies
& 1 GeV. The Fermi/LAT data constrain the position of the signal to within 0.15◦
around SN 1987A. Although a recent increase in the gamma-ray emission from
SN 1987A seems to be a natural explanation for the detected emission, given the
youth of the source and its rapid evolution, the Fermi/LAT location also overlaps
with several other potential gamma-ray sources: 30 Dor C, the Honeycomb nebula,
RX J0536.9-6913, and a hypothetical, previously unknown transient source. We argue
that multiwavelength observations of the region performed during the next few years
can clarify the nature of the signal and encourage such observations. We also present
upper limits on the time-averaged flux of SN 1987A based on 10 years of Fermi/LAT
exposure, which can be used to better constrain the particle acceleration models of
this source.
1 INTRODUCTION
SN 1987A, which occurred on Feb. 23rd 1987, is a naked-
eye core collapse supernova located in the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud (LMC). Its brightness and relatively small dis-
tance (∼ 50 kpc) allowed to study the progenitor star and
the explosion in great details. The consequent evolution of
the supernova remnant has been monitored with gradually
improving instruments over the last 30 years. Nowadays,
SN 1987A is a laboratory for fundamental studies covering a
broad range from diffusive shock particle acceleration (Ball
& Kirk 1992; Berezhko, Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk 2011, 2015)
and modeling of the expansion of supernova remnants (Pot-
ter et al. 2014) to sterile neutrinos (Argu¨elles, Brdar & Kopp
2016) and axions (Payez et al. 2015).
The spatial and spectral evolution of SN 1987A has
been traced from the radio to the hard X-ray band, see
e.g. Zanardo et al. (2017); Burrows & Frank (2017); Boggs
et al. (2015); Reynolds et al. (2015), and McCray & Fransson
(2016) for a recent review. The environment of SN 1987A
is very complex, the evolution takes place in an hour-glass
shaped cavity bound by a dense ring in the equatorial plane.
Most of the X-ray emission is thermal, originating from the
shocked material in the dense ring, through which the blast
wave was propagating until recently (Frank et al. 2016).
The hydrodynamic model proposed by Berezhko,
Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk (2011, 2015) suggests efficient cosmic
ray proton acceleration at the shock of SN 1987A. This leads
to a strong shock modification and consequently to a steep
spectrum of accelerated electrons, which allows to explain
the steep radio spectrum of the source. Interacting with the
surrounding medium, mainly the material in the ring, the
accelerated protons are expected to produce a significant
level of GeV-TeV γ-ray emission in pi0-decay processes. The
changes of the medium’s density by a factor of a few should
lead to corresponding changes of the GeV-TeV flux of the
source.
The model by Berezhko, Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk (2011,
2015) predicts a gradual brightening of SN 1987A in the
GeV-TeV band by a factor of 2 in the 2010 – 2030 epoch
with a peak emission that corresponds to the time close or
right after the shock has completely penetrated the ring.
Contrary to this, no VHE emission has been detected from
SN 1987A so far despite several dedicated analyses of the
region in the GeV (Abdo et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2016)
and TeV (H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al. 2015) bands.
In the following, we present the results of an analysis
of more than 10 years of monitoring data of SN 1987A ob-
tained with Fermi/LAT in the 0.1 GeV – 3 TeV energy
band, which can be used to constrain evolutionary models
of the object. The analysis resulted in a detection of GeV
emission from the SN 1987A region, for the last two years
of the observations (2016-2018). We accompany our analysis
with X-ray XMM-Newton and Swift/XRT data and discuss
the possible multiwavelength counterparts of GeV signal.
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2 DATA ANALYSIS
2.1 Fermi/LAT data analysis
Fermi/LAT data that were selected for the analysis which
is presented in this paper cover more than 10 years (Aug.
2008 to Dec. 2018). For the main analysis, we used the latest
available fermitools with P8 R3 response functions (CLEAN
photon class)1.
To extract the spectra for all cases presented below, we
performed a standard binned likelihood analysis of the re-
gion around SN 1987A. The spectral analysis is based on
the fitting of the spatial / spectral model of the sky region
around the source of interest to the data. The region-of-
interest considered in the analysis is a circle of 14 degrees
radius around SN 1987A. The model of the region includes
all sources from the FL8Y catalogue2 as well as components
for isotropic and galactic diffuse emission given by the stan-
dard spatial/spectral templates iso P8R3 CLEAN V2.txt and
gll iem v06.fits.
The spectral template for each FL8Y source in the re-
gion was selected according to the catalogue model. The nor-
malisations of the sources were considered to be free param-
eters during the fitting procedure. In order to avoid possible
systematic effects, we have also included the FL8Y sources
located up to 10◦ beyond the ROI into the model, with all
parameters fixed to their catalogue values. Following the
recommendation of the Fermi/LAT collaboration, we per-
formed our analysis enabling energy dispersion handling. All
upper limits presented in this work were extracted for points
with test-statistics (TS; Mattox et al. 1996) TS < 4 with the
UpperLimits python module provided with the Fermi/LAT
software and correspond to a 95 per cent (' 2σ) confidence
level.
At the initial stage of the analysis, we performed the
spectral analysis as described above for five 2-year-long time
bins at energies above 1 GeV, with the goal to build a light-
curve for SN 1987A. We found that the source was detected
with TS > 9 (i.e. above 3σ significance) in the last two time
bins (Aug. 2014 – Aug. 2016 and Aug. 2016 – Dec. 2018).
The light-curve is shown with green symbols in Fig. 1, the
test-statistics of the last two bins is TS ≈ 11 and TS ≈ 25
corresponding to ∼ 3σ and ∼ 5σ detection significance, re-
spectively. During Aug. 2012 – Aug. 2014 (the third point in
the light-curve) the source is only marginally detected with
TS ≈ 5. Given the five considered time bins, a trial factor of
5 can be applied, which still yields a detection significance
in the last time bin of ∼ 4.7σ.
To cross-check the results, we also analysed the data
calibrated with the P8 R2 instrumental functions (as recom-
mended for analysis by the Fermi/LAT collaboration before
the P8 R3 IRFs were released in Dec. 2018) and used the
3FGL catalogue of Fermi sources for the model of the re-
gion. In this case, we also explicitly added to the model of the
region sources that were found by the Fermi/LAT collabora-
tion during the dedicated analysis of the LMC (Ackermann
et al. 2016).
The results of the cross-check analysis are shown in
Fig. 1 with red symbols. These results are compatible with
1 See the description of the Fermi/LAT response functions
2 See the source list description document
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Figure 1. Fermi/LAT lightcurve of the SN 1987A region at
energies 1-100 GeV. Each point corresponds to 2 years of data.
Red points illustrate the results obtained with the most recent
analysis chain (P8R3 IRFs and sources from FL8Y catalogue).
Green points stand for the cross-check analysis chain with P8R2
IRFs (using the 3FGL source catalogue), see text for details.
those of the main analysis, although with the P8 R3 IRFs
the source is detected already at earlier times and with
slightly higher significance. This can be attributed to the
improved background rejection of the P8 R3 calibration. To
be conservative, we focus only on the 2016-2018 detection
of SN 1987A which is confirmed with both analysis chains
(TS = 19 with the cross-check analysis).
In the following, we refer to the period of the detec-
tion of the GeV signal (Aug. 2016 – Dec. 2018) as “high-
flux period”, and as “low-flux period” to the whole time
period before the signal detection (Aug. 2008 – Aug. 2016).
The test-statistics map for the high-flux period, built in the
1-100 GeV energy band, is presented in the right panel of
Fig. 2. All sources included into the model, except SN 1987A,
were taken into account and thus do not appear in this map.
The magenta contours indicate the 1σ, 2σ, 3σ confidence re-
gions for the position of the non-modeled source.
Besides SN 1987A, the 3σ contour includes a number of
possible counterpart sources, including 30 Dor C, the Honey-
comb nebula, and RX J0536.9-6913. The left panel of Fig. 2
presents the Swift/XRT map of the region with marked po-
sitions of possible counterpart sources. The spectrum of the
signal observed during the high-flux period is characterised
by a power-law spectrum with a slope of Γ = 2.1 ± 0.2 at
energies 1-100 GeV, see Fig. 3.
In our analysis we also considered the time-averaged
Fermi/LAT data and explicitly calculated flux upper limits
for each energy interval. The results for the spectral upper
limits are shown in Fig. 3, right panel.
2.2 X-ray data
We accompanied the analysis with historic XMM-Newton
and Swift/XRT observations including the data from recent
(May 2018) dedicated Swift/XRT TOO observation of the
region. Swift/XRT data was reprocessed and analysed with
the xrtpipeline v.0.13.4 and heasoft v.6.22 software
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Swift/XRT 0.3–10 keV count map (left panel) and Fermi/LAT test-statistics (TS) map (right panel) in the 1–100 GeV
energy range, in galactic coordinates. Magenta contours on both maps are identical and indicate 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence regions for
the Fermi/LAT location of the emission. Cyan square in the right panel indicates the scale of the left panel. The positions of FL8Y
Fermi/LAT catalogue sources subtracted from the TS map during the analysis are shown in the right panel with green symbols. The
dashed circle in the left panel illustrates HESS localization of TeV signal from 30 Dor C region (H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al. 2015)
packages, following recommendations of the Swift/XRT
team3. To reduce potential Swift/XRT pileup problems for
a bright soft source, we extracted the spectrum of SN 1987A
from an annulus with an excluded central region of 8′′ ra-
dius.
The considered XMM-Newton data consists of three ob-
servations (ObsIds: 0763620101, 0783250201, 0804980201 )
performed just before and during the high GeV flux pe-
riod (Nov. 2015, Nov. 2016 and Oct. 2017 correspondingly).
EPIC-pn spectra were extracted using SAS version 17.0.0.
All spectra were extracted from a 30′′-radius circular re-
gion centred on the source. The background spectra were
extracted from a nearby source-free region. The spectra of
SN 1987A were additionally corrected for pileup, excluding
the central 7.5′′-radius region, using the method described
in the relevant SAS data analysis thread4 and modelled
with a thermal, three-component plane-parallel shock model
(vpshock in XSPEC) similar to Maggi et al. (2012).
The spectral analysis was performed with XSPEC
v.12.10.0c. The evolution of the 0.3–10 keV flux of
SN 1987A and nearby X-ray sources within Fermi/LAT lo-
calization uncertainties is shown in Fig. 4.
3 See e.g. the Swift/XRT User’s Guide
4 See “How to evaluate and test pile-up in an EPIC source”
thread
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Fermi/LAT localisation area of the signal with a ra-
dius of ∼ 0.15◦ (see Fig. 2) contains a few possible mul-
tiwavelength counterparts, including SN 1987A, 30 Dor C,
the Honeycomb nebula, and RX J0536.9-6913 which is just
barely beyond the 3σ localisation contour. The poor statis-
tics of the GeV data also does not allow to exclude the
presence of a transient source active for some period dur-
ing Aug. 2016-2018.
Assuming that the source of the signal is located in the
LMC, we estimate the luminosity of the emission during the
high-flux period to be
Lγ ∼ 5 · 1035
(
D
50kpc
)2
erg/s (1)
This luminosity is characteristic for supernova remnants de-
tected in the GeV band (see e.g. Dermer & Powale 2013),
which marginally supports a supernova remnant (SN 1987A
or Honeycomb nebula) origin of the GeV emission. In the
following, we discuss the details of the possible counterparts
to the GeV signal.
3.1 SN 1987A
SN 1987A is the most likely and intriguing potential coun-
terpart for the γ-ray emission, since a GeV-TeV brighten-
ing of the source is expected around 2010–2030 (Berezhko,
Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk 2011, 2015). The GeV flux observed in
2016-2018 is higher than the one predicted by the model,
see the dashed curve in Fig. 3. However, SN 1987A is de-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Left: Fermi/LAT spectrum of the SN 1987A region during 2016–2018. The magenta line and the shaded region illustrate
the best-fit of the data in the 1-10 GeV energy range with a simple power-law model the and corresponding 1σ confidence range for
the fit, respectively. The black dashed line illustrates the prediction of the Berezhko, Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk (2011) model for the flux of
SN 1987A in the 2030 epoch. The green upper limit and the blue points show the HESS results for SN 1987A and 30 Dor C obtained in
the 2012-2015 period (adapted from H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al. 2015).
Right: Flux upper limits of SN 1987A, from 10 years of Fermi/LAT data. Red points illustrate the spectrum of SN 1987A during
2016–2018.
veloping in a rather complex environment with a variety of
densities and with varying shock speeds. In such conditions
it can be difficult to accurately predict the cosmic ray accel-
eration efficiency and the gamma-ray emissivities from the
first principles. A rather uncertain renormalisation factor of
5 applied by Berezhko, Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk (2011) to their
modeled γ-ray spectrum, indicates the level of uncertainty
of the prediction and shows that the measured spectrum is
actually reasonably consistent with the model.
The X-ray light-curve of SN 1987A demonstrates a
comparatively stable behavior, see Fig. 4 for the com-
bined Swift/XRT, XMM-Newton and Chandra light-curves
(adapted from Frank et al. (2016); Burrows & Frank
(2017)). An indication of a ∼ 30% flux increase can be seen
in the Swift/XRT data close to high GeV flux period.
The absence of such variations in the sparser but higher
quality Chandra and XMM-Newton data may point towards
an instrumental (e.g. pileup) origin of this flux variation. A
stable X-ray flux of SN 1987A during the high GeV-flux pe-
riod can in general be understood if the gamma-ray emission
from SN 1987A is dominated by the pi0-decay component,
as suggested also by Berezhko, Ksenofontov & Vo¨lk (2011,
2015).
On the other hand, if confirmed, the increase of the X-
ray flux would suggest a leptonic scenario of the emission
production in SN 1987A, but only if the increase of the X-
ray flux is not due to thermal emission, but caused by X-ray
synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons accelerated at
the SN 1987A shock. This additional spectral component
would come on top of the currently observed bright thermal
emission, which would explain the relatively small changes
of the X-ray flux. We would like to note that the statistics
of the discussed Swift/XRT observation does not allow to
make any conclusions on the presence or absence of such a
component.
Radio observations of SN 1987A could serve as another
potentially interesting way to probe the origin of the emis-
sion. For a leptonic scenario one would naturally expect
a much higher increase of the radio flux in comparison to
hadronic models. However, published radio data only cover
the period before 2012 (Zanardo et al. 2017) and cannot
serve for this purpose.
Another option is to exploit the slope of the SN 1987A
radio spectrum. The index α = 0.74 (Callingham et al. 2016)
implies rather different GeV-band slopes for the leptonic and
hadronic scenarios, respectively. Assuming a synchrotron
self-absorption model for the radio emission, the slope of the
electron population is estimated to be Γe = 2α+1 = 2.48. If
the GeV emission has a leptonic (IC) origin, the GeV slope
would therefore be Γl = (Γe + 1)/2 = 1.74. Within hadronic
models, the GeV slope is Γh = Γe = 2.48 under the assump-
tion that relativistic electrons and protons share the same
index. The quality of the Fermi/LAT data however does
not allow us to firmly discriminate between the two slopes.
Checking the difference between the best-fit log-likelihoods
of the models with the spectral slope of SN 1987A frozen
to the corresponding values we explicitly verified that both
indices are just marginally beyond the 1σ slope confidence
range (1.4σ for Γh and 1.7σ for Γl).
In case the observed GeV emission is not connected to
SN 1987A, the reported flux from the region has to be in-
terpreted as an upper limit on the flux from SN 1987A, see
Fig. 3 (right panel) for the upper limits based on ∼ 10 years
of Fermi/LAT data. We would like to note that these limits
by themselves are already constraining for the evolutionary
models of this object.
3.2 Other possible counterparts
30 Dor C was classified as a superbubble by Mathew-
son et al. (1985). Superbubbles, created and powered by
the collective action of stellar winds and SNRs, have for a
while been considered to be possible cosmic ray accelera-
tors (Bykov 2001; Ferrand & Marcowith 2010). After dedi-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Swift/XRT (solid symbols) and XMM-Newton
(half-transparent symbols) fluxes of all sources within the 3σ
Fermi/LAT positional confidence region of the GeV excess. The
empty boxes illustrate Chandra measurements of the SN 1987A
flux reported by Burrows & Frank (2017), rescaled to 0.3-10 keV.
The vertical dashed line illustrates the start of the high GeV-flux
period (MJD>57602).
cated searches the Cygnus Cocoon (Ackermann et al. 2011;
Bartoli et al. 2014; Neronov & Malyshev 2015; The VERI-
TAS Collaboration et al. 2018) and 30 Dor C (H.E.S.S. Col-
laboration et al. 2015) were discovered to emit GeV-to-TeV
γ-rays. The γ-ray emission from the shocks in superbub-
bles, however, is believed to be variable at & 105 years
timescales (see e.g. Bykov 2001), which challenges the as-
sociation of the variable GeV signal with 30 Dor C.
The emission from individual young supernova rem-
nants within the 30 Dor C superbubble (see e.g. Lazendic-
Galloway, R. Dickel & Jones 2008; Kavanagh et al. 2015)
may however be variable on much shorter timescales and
could thus in principle be responsible for the observed GeV
signal.
We would like also to note that the observed GeV emis-
sion could be also associated with certain small-scale struc-
tures in 30 Dor C, e.g. bright X-ray knots, see Kavanagh
et al. (2019). The origin of these knots is unclear but thought
to be associated with enhanced emission in shock-cloud in-
teraction regions (Kavanagh et al. 2019). In this case the
knot emission can be variable on time-scales of few years
(Inoue, Yamazaki & Inutsuka 2009) and could potentially
be associated with the observed GeV emission.
The Honeycomb nebula is a relatively faint X-ray source
located spatially close to SN 1987A, see Fig. 2. Discovered
in the early 90’s (Wang 1992), the Honeycomb nebula is
argued to be a peculiar supernova remnant developing in a
shell of material of an older explosion (Meaburn et al. 2010).
The supernova remnant origin of this source and the pecu-
liar conditions in which its shell is expanding may suggest
that the GeV emission of the Honeycomb nebula is similar
to that of SN 1987A. This emission can be variable on a
∼ 20 yrs time scale and could be detected by Fermi/LAT.
There is also the possibility of a microquasar nature of the
Honeycomb nebula as proposed by Meaburn et al. (2010).
Microquasars are known to be variable GeV emitters with
spectra continuing to at least tens of GeVs (see e.g. Fermi
LAT Collaboration et al. 2009; Zdziarski et al. 2018; Maly-
shev, Zdziarski & Chernyakova 2013; Zdziarski et al. 2017).
These objects are detected in the GeV band only in a certain
state, which could explain the variability of the GeV signal
detected from the SN 1987A region. The absence of clear X-
ray variability of the Honeycomb nebula, however, supports
the supernova remnant nature of this source. We neverthe-
less formally cannot exclude a switching of the Honeycomb
nebula to another X-ray state for a significant duration dur-
ing the period of the measured high GeV flux.
RX J0536.9-6913/Transient source. RX J0536.9-6913
is an X-ray source discovered by ROSAT (Sasaki, Haberl
& Pietsch 2000). It was argued to be a background AGN
by Haberl et al. (2001), based on the high hydrogen col-
umn density derived from XMM-Newton observations and
a characteristic radio spectral index.
AGNs are known to be strongly variable sources with
spectra extending to GeV and TeV energies. Although the
Fermi/LAT signal is centered ∼ 3σ away of this source we
cannot strongly exclude that the observed GeV emission
originates from a flaring state of this source. The recent
X-ray Swift/XRT observations do not exhibit an increase of
the flux of RX J0536.9-6913 and do not reveal any other
high-flux transient source in the region. This allows us to
constrain the variability timescale to be months to years,
which is consistent with AGN variability timescales.
4 CONCLUSION
The statistics of the recent observations of Fermi/LAT
of the SN 1987A region does not permit to draw a firm
conclusion on the counterpart of the detected GeV emission
from the region and cannot exclude an extragalactic
transient source origin of the signal. Still, the data show
an enhancement of GeV emission at the ∼ 5σ statistical
significance level for the last two years of observations, for
which SN 1987A provides the most natural origin of the
emission, given its youth and rapid overall evolution. We
argue that multiwavelength monitoring of the region within
the next few years will allow a conclusion whether the
observed GeV excess originates from a variable transient
source or from a quasi-steady source like SN 1987A. We
encourage detailed studies of the region to identify the
counterpart to the enhanced Fermi/LAT emission.
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